
Practitioner Enquiry 

To what extent can participating in regular feedback enhance engagement with online learning? 

Rationale 

Many students have difficulty understanding the written teacher feedback and can feel 
frustrated when the teacher feedback is either unclear, too brief, or does not help future 
learning (Bas et al, 2020) It has been said that in order for teacher feedback to be effective the 
students need to have positive perceptions of receiving feedback (ibid). William (2009) 
supports this as he believes that providing feedback moves learners forward. The General 
Teaching Council for Scotland (GTCS) states that engaging in a professional inquiry is about 
‘promoting a process-led, capacity building, enquiring approach to professional learning and 
school development.’ This study aimed to do this through investigating how children’s 
learning online could be improved through the regular feedback given to them. The research 
study was chosen by group of primary school probationer teachers who had different stages 
of learners. It will investigate what happens when teachers give children regular feedback 
online to their children. The current remote learning environment as a result of the ongoing 
pandemic has raised different areas for consideration for improvement. It was agreed a 
common theme among classes was increasing engagement and from the research above, it 
was felt that one way of doing so may be through feedback. Therefore the impact of different 
feedback methods was chosen to be explored.  

Aims 

The aim of this enquiry was to explore the impact feedback methods have on pupil 
engagement. 

Methodology 

This research study was carried out in a Primary 4 class in a local authority school in North 
Lanarkshire. For this enquiry, a group of children who had access to Teams online was 
chosen as the focus group. Out of the 33 pupils, many received paper packs and worked on 
these at home, hence why the remaining 15 pupils who accessed Teams for their online 
learning were chosen for the study. 

Before beginning the new method of feedback a questionnaire was sent to all pupils regarding 
their feelings about their progression in their remote learning. They were asked if they were 
able to understand and use their feedback given to improve their digital learning. The 
majority indicated that they felt happy with the current feedback and understood how to use it 
to progress further. When using these results and comparing the children’s work in literacy 
this may not have been the case, as it was clear that children were receiving similar typed 
feedback from myself each week and this was not changing. The engagement during that 
time was strong as 13 out of 15 pupils were engaged. As the aim of the study was to explore 
regular feedback, an audio file of the class teacher talking was shared with each learner 
giving to direct, personalised feedback.  

 



The first piece of data gathered was a questionnaire for the pupils which asked pupils about 
their feelings on their progress in their remote learning and if they were able to understand 
and use their feedback given.  

The second piece of data gathered was after implementing the new feedback and asking 
children to update what their feelings were now. The children were asked if they could 
describe how audio feedback made them feel and if it helped them identify and work through 
their next steps for the learning.  

Finally, a record was kept in literacy to see if the pupils were using the feedback and improve 
on their constructive feedback. This provided quantitative data for comparison between the 
focus group and the children who are working with the normal feedback.  

 

Findings 

The study aimed to explore alternative feedback methods and their influence on pupil 
engagement. In the beginning the record of tracking showed that pupils were all highly 
engaged with their online learning, the feedback given was proving effective, however the 
study aimed to explore different methods and their effects. 

Findings from questionnaire 1 found that some pupils found written feedback helpful in their 
progression during online learning. Pupil A stated: “I read through my feedback with my 
mum to help with my next bit of work” (Appendix 1) 

However, feedback from the questionnaire did indicate that some pupils were relying on their 
parent to read the feedback to them rather than reading independently. This was an area 
which the children would usually do unconsciously in the classroom environment, therefore 
making the adaptation to audio feedback would aim to assist this.  

After a four week period of implementation of the verbal feedback, a second questionnaire 
was issued to examine the impact of the new method of feedback. The results found that 
children confident in hearing the teacher’s voice and could work independently on their tasks 
without 1 to 1 support. 

Pupil B stated: “Hearing my teacher’s voice made me smile.” (Appendix 2) 

Pupil C stated: “This was helpful as child C could do this himself when I am working.” 
(Appendix 2) 

This data is encouraging as it can show to an extent the impact that verbal feedback had on 
the children during online learning.  

Finally, findings of engagement were gathered from daily tracking records. As this was after 
a 4 week period, the engagement may have dipped, however this was not the case as 
engagement was still at a high. The findings highlighted all children who had access to 
Teams were online working on their online learning. (Appendix 3) 

Conclusion 

The outcome of this enquiry suggests that regular feedback does raise pupil engagement 
within the online classroom. Although written feedback is also a useful tool for providing 



detailed constructive feedback, it can at times be neglected and therefore no improvements 
will be made. Audio feedback provided the children with an immediate opportunity to 
enhance the quality of their work and through this experience more success. As the quality of 
the children’s work improved, their overall confidence levels towards literacy also improved. 
It affected their overall confidence during online learning to as they were able to 
communicate in group settings and discuss their own personal goals. While the data is 
encouraging, it is important to note, this investigation was carried out on a very small time 
frame and therefore it is difficult to determine whether or not results are reliable. This enquiry 
would benefit from being carried out over a longer period of time and with a larger sample 
group possible including pupils from all levels of the curriculum. It would suggest it would 
be useful to continue to use audio feedback alongside a varying methods of feedback in order 
to continue to build and develop pupil confidence. When the children are in the classroom 
they receive a mixture of verbal feedback and written feedback, both giving positives to the 
child, therefore using this when we are using online portals for homework or handing in work 
will also benefit from this mixed method.  

As the aim of this enquiry was to assess how regular feedback improved engagement, prior to 
beginning my enquiry, the pupils who would always answer out during lessons were listed, to 
answer questions or to share ideas and views and listed pupils who were known to require 
support but rarely asked for it to make a comparison at the end of the 4-week period. These 
children are now taking part in regular discussions during online check in’s and learning 
discussions. This could be due to confidence increasing due to having personal feedback, 
however this would need to be explored further. 

Implications for further practice 

The study suggests that the use of verbal feedback as a way of communicating in class and 
online with the children should be continued. All learning and teaching may not always be 
remote, but the children will continue to use Teams as a method of communication and to 
submit homework. The children enjoyed hearing their teacher’s voice and it raised their 
confidence and self-esteem in their learning. Raising pupil confidence and self-esteem will 
always be a fundamental component of teaching so it is important to always strive to look for 
different methods which will help do this for learners. Our aim as teachers is to provide a 
nurturing, stimulating and safe environment, where all pupils should feel respected and 
listened to. Something to consider is allowing children to provide verbal feedback to each 
other after some researching and scaffolding (Vygotsky, 1989). Sadler (1989) suggests that 
formative feedback shouldn’t just be the responsibility of the teacher, children should also be 
able to judge the work they are producing and be able to self-regulate. 
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Appendices 

Questionnaire 1 - List of Questions asked (Appendix 1) 

1. Are you able to find and understand your feedback that you get? 
2. Do you always read your feedback? 
3. How do you feel about receiving your feedback this way? 
4. Does this feedback help you with your learning? 
5. Is there anything I can improve to the way you receive and use your feedback? Give 

details. 

Questionnaire 2 – List of Questions asked (Appendix 2) 

1. Do you find audio feedback useful? 
2. How does your audio feedback make you feel? 
3. Do you prefer written or audio feedback? 
4. Does audio feedback help build up your confidence in your learning? 
5. Does audio feedback make you more engaged in your work? 
6. Do you listen to your feedback alone or with someone? 

Tracking (Appendix 3) 

Child Progress at start of 4 weeks  Progress at end of 4 weeks 
(Out of 20 days) 

Child A Very Active  19 days 
Child B Active 19 days 
Child C Very active  20 days 
Child D Very active  20 days 
Child E Very active 19 days 
Child F Active 17 days 
Child G Very active 19 days 
Child H Very active 20 days 
Child I Very active 20 days  
Child J Very active 19 days 
Child K Very active 20 days 
Child L Very active 20 days 
Child M Very active 19 days 
Child N Very active  20 days  
Child O Very active 20 days 

 

KEY 

Very Active – On everyday  

Active – Missing a few days so far 

Underactive – Missing major days 

 


